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QUESTION 1

What does Terraform use to create, manage, and manipulate infrastructure resources? 

A. resources 

B. provisioner 

C. instances 

D. provider 

Correct Answer: D 

The Oracle Cloud Infrastructure provider is used to interact with the many resources supported by the Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure. The provider needs to be configured with credentials for the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure account. 

 

QUESTION 2

You are designing a high bandwidth, redundant connection between your data center and Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
(OCI). While researching for OCI FastConnect locations, you notice that you are co-located with Oracle at one of the
Oracle 

FastConnect locations in the Ashburn region. 

What is the recommended design in this scenario? 

A. Create a cross-connect group and have two or more cross-connects in that group. Create an IPsec VPN connection
on this group. 

B. Setup two IPsec connections between your data center and OCI Ashburn region. Create a OCI load balancer to
distribute the traffic across the two connections. 

C. Create a cross-connect group and have at least two or more cross-connects in that group. Create at least two or
more virtual circuits in the group. 

D. Create a cross-connect group and have at least one cross-connect in that group. Create at least one virtual circuit in
the group. 

Correct Answer: C 

You could have multiple private virtual circuits, for example, to isolate traffic from different parts of your organization
(one virtual circuit for 10.0.1.0/24; another for 172.16.0.0/16), or to provide redundancy. 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer has launched a compute Instance in the Virtual Cloud Network (VCN), which has an Internet gateway, a
service gateway, a default security lists and a default route table. Customer has opened up Port 22 in the security lists 

attached to the compute instance subnet, however is still unable to connect to compute instances using ssh. 
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Which option would remedy this situation? 

A. Modify the route table associated with the VCN subnet in which the instance resides. Add a following route to the
route table. Destination CIDR: 0.0.0.0/0 Target: Internet Gateway (IGW) 

B. Modify the security list associated with the VCN subnet in which the instance resides. Add a stateful egress rule to
allow icmp traffic in addition to the port 22. 

C. Modify the route table associated with the VCN subnet in which the instance resides. Add a following route to the
route table. Destination CIDR: 0.0.0.0/0 Target: Dynamic Routing Gateway (DRG) 

D. Modify the route table associated with the VCN subnet in which the instance resides. Add a following route to the
route table. Destination CIDR: 0.0.0.0/0 Target: Service Gateway (SGW) 

Correct Answer: A 

You create an internet gateway in the context of a specific VCN. In other words, the internet gateway is automatically
attached to a VCN. However, you can disable and re-enable the internet gateway at any time. 

For traffic to flow between a subnet and an internet gateway, you must create a route rule accordingly in the subnet\\'s
route table (for example, destination CIDR = 0.0.0.0/0 and target = internet gateway). If the internet gateway is disabled,
that 

means no traffic will flow to or from the internet even if there\\'s a route rule that enables that traffic. For the purposes of
access control, you must specify the compartment where you want the internet gateway to reside. If you\\'re not sure
which 

compartment to use, put the internet gateway in the same compartment as the cloud network. 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two statements are true regarding cloning a block volume? 

A. You can change the block volume performance when creating a clone 

B. You can clone block volumes across regions 

C. You can change the block volume size when creating a clone 

D. You can skip block volume encryption when creating a clone 

Correct Answer: AC 

You can create a clone from a volume using the Block Volume service. Cloning enables you to make a copy of an
existing block volume without needing to go through the backup and restore process. A cloned volume is a point-in-time
direct 

disk-to-disk deep copy of the source volume, so all the data that is in the source volume when the clone is created is
copied to the clone volume. You can only create a clone for a volume within the same region, availability domain and
tenant. 

You can create a clone for a volume between compartments as long as you have the required access permissions for
the operation. 

during create a clone you can do the following 
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If you want to clone the block volume to a larger size volume, check Custom Block Volume Size (GB) and then specify
the new size. You can only increase the size of the volume, you cannot decrease the size. If you clone the block volume
to 

a larger size volume, you need to extend the volume\\'s partition. See Extending the Partition for a Block Volume for
more information. If you want to change the elastic performance setting when cloning the volume, check Custom Block
Volume 

Performance and select the elastic performance setting you want the volume clone to use. See Block Volume Elastic
Performance for more information. You can also change the elastic performance setting after you have cloned the
volume, 

see Block Volume Elastic Performance. If you leave Custom Block Volume Performance unchecked, the cloned volume
will use the same elastic performance setting as the source volume. 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements are true when Oracle Data Guard is configured (using the Console) between two Virtual Machine
DB Systems deployed in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure? (Choose two.) 

A. Primary is a 1-node RAC DB system and Standby is a 2-node RAC DB system. 

B. Primary is a 2-node RAC DB system and Standby is a 2-node RAC DB system. 

C. Primary is a 1-node RAC DB system and Standby is a 1-node RAC DB system. 

D. Primary is a 2-node RAC DB system and Standby is a 1-node RAC DB system. 

E. Primary is a Bare Metal DB system and Standby is a 1-node RAC DB system. 

Correct Answer: AC 

Reference: https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Database/Concepts/overview.htm 
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